Chopper monster form

The Hito Hito no Mi is a Zoan -type Devil Fruit that allows its user to transform into a human
hybrid or a human at will. The Hito Hito no Mi is a mushroom shaped fruit with a stem sprouting
out of the top, with swirls that go in a curly "S" like-pattern. It has a red top and a whitish stalk,
granting it an overall appearance that greatly resembles an Amanita muscaria , which is often
used as a stereotyped image of a mushroom. By consuming the fruit, Chopper has been given
human intelligence, allowing him to understand and communicate in human language. The fruit
has also given Chopper the ability to perceive concepts that a reindeer would not comprehend,
such as medicine. The fruit is further strengthened by the use of the Rumble Ball. This drug
allows Chopper to access other forms of varying human and reindeer proportions. The Rumble
Ball however is not a thing that should be thoughtlessly applied as the consequences to the
powers of the fruit and the user himself can be quite disastrous. The main weakness of the fruit,
in the case of Chopper, is that the forms it gives him do not outright resemble humans and are
often mistaken for something else. Examples include his human form being mistaken for a
gorilla and his human hybrid form being mistaken for a tanuki. This is what originally alienated
Chopper from both deer and humans alike. However, despite this, one advantage of this is that
Chopper can easily hide from enemies while in a form they have not seen before. If contained by
a sufficiently strong full-body binding, it can stop the user from shifting their forms. This fruit's
ability is not effective for humans, as if one ate it, they will not gain any abilities, but all the
weaknesses of a normal Devil Fruit user. Oda jokingly stated that the human eater would
perhaps gain some enlightenment, finding themselves. The powers of the fruit have been used
by Chopper in a variety of ways. Chopper mostly uses it in order to interact with and understand
humans. He has used the Hito Hito no Mi to a point that he is able to talk to humans while in his
normal animal form. In the midst of battle, Chopper has also used his Devil Fruit powers in
order to fight enemies with the strength given by the Devil Fruit. According to Chopper, during
the two years of his absence, he has completely improved all his transformations. Furthermore,
he only needs the Rumble Ball to access one transformation point, his previously
uncontrollable Monster Point. Chopper still used the Rumble Ball to transform into Guard Point
when they first encountered the Kraken in the manga, though this was corrected in the anime
when he transformed into Guard Point without using a Rumble Ball. Since the timeskip,
Chopper can freely transform between all of his forms except Monster Point, which requires a
Rumble Ball. Like all Zoan Devil Fruit users, Chopper possesses the ability to turn into three
forms. These forms are called Walk Point, his normal form, Brain Point, his human hybrid form,
and Heavy Point, his human form. Being his original form, this is apparently the only form that
actually ages as Chopper grows older. It is unknown whether or not his overall aging process is
halted or even nullified whenever he assumed his other Zoan forms. Despite reindeer
physiology lacking the vocal cords for human speech, Chopper is able to speak freely in this
form, similar to a few other animals in the One Piece World like Pappag. During battle, Chopper
usually uses this to run across the battlefield to dodge an enemy's attack or otherwise. During
any other time, Chopper is completely disguised in this form as he usually looks like a pet. This
form also allows him to track his friends or enemies more easily thanks to the reindeer's strong
sense of smell. His antlers are also non-pointed, as opposed to those of other reindeer. At nine
years old, this form was relatively small and resembled a regular reindeer faun. It had a short
snout and no fur at the shoulders. At fifteen years old, this form was more mature with a longer
snout and prominent fur at the shoulders. At seventeen years old, this form drastically matured
and became more stag-like. Chopper's size has grown to a full sized reindeer at a size smaller
than a horse , allowing others to even ride on him. His antlers have grown and branched out.
His fur in this form is also notably fluffier. Chopper is smarter in this form, and is seen in it most
of the time. When fighting against enemies, Chopper usually changes into this form immediately
in order to dodge an attack due to its small size. In addition, he can scope out an enemy's
weakness in this form, while he is under the influence of a Rumble Ball. This is also the form
where he does his best thinking of strategies, as he can utilize both human intelligence and
reindeer sensitivity at the same time. Chopper is often mistaken for a tanuki in this form.
However, due to its physique, Chopper was easily mistaken for a pet by the authorities, hence
his very low bounty. In this form Chopper is still physically strong enough to carry two large
iron balls while running at full speed. In this form, nearly all of Chopper's reindeer physical
characteristics are gone. Only Chopper's blue nose and parts of his fur remain. This form also
imbues Chopper with peak human primate strength and agility which comes in handy in battle
or otherwise, on rare occasions, this form has also been used to dodge in the air by turning into
this form to fall at a faster rate. Chopper usually uses this form to try to blend in with other
humans , but it is often mistaken for the Abominable Snowman or some other similar hairy
hominid cryptid. In this form, he was able to block a powerful strike from a drug enhanced
Dosun 's hammer by punching it head on and receiving just a little bit of damage to his hand.

Along with his normal forms, Chopper has added on to these by use of the Rumble Ball. This
yellow jawbreaker-like drug gives him several more transformations for three minutes by
"distorting the wavelengths of transformation". If Chopper takes two under six hours, he cannot
control which form he will become when he transforms. If he takes three, Chopper turns into a
deadly form to both himself and others around him. Chopper resembles an overgrown Chia Pet
in this form. With this fur, Chopper is able to withstand against most outside attacks with this
impenetrable shield. This form's fur also can only withstand certain types of attacks. This
means any attack that is too powerful for the fur to withstand can damage Chopper even while
he is in this form. While this form's defensive capabilities are high, it does not seem to allow
Chopper to perform any sort of attack. So in order to attack, Chopper has to change to another
form. In the anime however, Chopper has been depicted attacking in this form. By using the
form's dense fur, Chopper attacks an enemy like a large furry moving boulder. Chopper was
first seen in the anime attacking in such a manner against Hockera. After the two year timeskip
the Guard Point has greatly increased in size, such that it was big enough to protect the
Thousand Sunny from a blow from the Kraken 's tentacle. As with his other forms, Chopper is
now able to transform in this form without using a Rumble Ball. Although Chopper used a
Rumble Ball to transform against the kraken in the manga, this was later confirmed to be an
error. When Chopper used Guard Point against the Kraken, it was noticeably larger than when
Franky used it after being switched into his body. In this form, Chopper's human arms are
retained and also become bulkier and covered in fur in order to compensate with the large load
upon his head. With these huge antlers, Chopper can use them for a variety of ways, such as
using them as a large shovel. Chopper first uses Horn Point against Mr. After two years, the
appearance of Chopper's Horn Point has evolved and changed drastically. He can now stand on
two legs in this form and the shape and size of his horns have changed and grown greatly,
though less sharp, becoming much thicker while resembling that of a stag beetle. His forearms
are now larger similar to Franky's pre-timeskip and he now has hooves instead of hands.
Furthermore his legs and feet have a humanoid structure though they are still hooved.
Choppers face is similar to that of his Brain Point and he also has a hairier back. He has
become taller as well and is now skilled with digging to the extent that he is comparable to
Daruma of the New Fish-Man Pirates. It is unknown if he can still transform into his old Horn
Point form. The form is average in size, being a head taller than the average person, with a
squat body structure. His face and head become wider, and he has no visible neck. The upper
lip on Chopper's mouth also become angular and points upward, and his facial expression
appears to be transfixed. His arms and legs are short and very muscular, though not as much
as Arm Point. He bears some resemblance to the human inhabitants of Torino Kingdom , the
island where he spent two years training. He retains his hooves and his antlers remain the same
shape but appear to be slightly smaller. It seems that it combines the power of Arm Point and
the acrobatic skill of Jumping Point though to a lesser degree than each individual point. Its
jumping capabilities are so high that even Sanji who possesses great jumping power himself
was thoroughly impressed upon seeing Chopper utilize this form. This form is perfect for
avoiding enemy attacks by allowing Chopper to dodge them by jumping high up in the air. The
distance from which Chopper can jump into the air in this form can be quite remarkable that it
can give him a massive advantage in height against opponents. However, despite its jumping
capabilities, the form is relatively useless against enemies that can also move in mid-air. In
addition, so far Chopper does not have any attacks that he can perform in this form. This form
has mostly been used solely for evasive purposes only; in order to attack, Chopper has to
change to another form. In this form, Chopper's forearms become powerful enough to inflict a
great amount of damage. They are capable of destroying a huge rock with one punch. Chopper
usually turns into this form in battles in order to deliver a powerful punch to knock out his
opponent. The form comes with an incredible increase in height, even dwarfing the already
inhumanly tall Kumadori and Bartholomew Kuma. It also has hands unique to all the others; he
retains five fingers analogous to a human's, but each digit is replaced by a thick, long, black
hoof in the shape of a finger. Prior to the time skip, his eyes were also altered in this form,
becoming glowing cyan red in Episode of Merry , Unlimited Adventure and Unlimited Cruise
with no visible difference between sclera, iris, and pupil. The transformation grants Chopper a
tremendous boost in his physical attributes. His body becomes incredibly dense and durable,
as Kumadori could not harm Chopper with his Shigan and Rankyaku attacks, while Kalifa's
Rankyaku simply bounced off of his face, all the while without any recoil. Offense-wise, he
possesses immense raw strength, and according to Dr. Kureha , Chopper once leveled an entire
village on Drum Island when he achieved this form for the first time. Even Sentomaru was
forced to use his axe which he only does in the toughest situations , but still struggled against
Monster Chopper. When Franky in Chopper's body began to rampage in this form, Luffy was

forced to use his Gomu Gomu no Elephant Gun technique to stop him which had previously
only been used to defeat opponents such as the Kraken and an Energy Steroid -enhanced Hody
Jones. There were, however, two serious downsides to this form. The first was that before the
timeskip, Chopper lost consciousness upon entering this form, meaning that it was no more
than a berserker state. Kureha even commented on this form being that of a true monster; a
danger to friend, foe, and even Chopper himself. Either way, Chopper is rendered temporarily
unable to move once he returns to normal due to stress placed on his body. At first, this form
was not given a proper name. Overlimit Chopper has tremendous amounts of health and
strength, capable of taking many hits without recoil and causing massive damage per hit, but is
extremely slow and has a small attack range. It is now the only form he needs a Rumble Ball for
and, by eating one, he can stay in it for three minutes. However, it still requires a colossal
amount of energy to use; after reverting to normal, Chopper is too exhausted to move for
approximately 2â€”3 hours. When Chopper was a young and normal reindeer aside his
blue-colored nose , he ate the Hito Hito no Mi. This immediately granted him human intelligence,
and made him finally aware of his herd ostracizing him for his oddity, which was further
increased to the point of kicking him out for eating the fruit. This wiki. This wiki All wikis. Sign In
Don't have an account? Start a Wiki. Chopper's Walk Point at nine years old. Chopper's Walk
Point at seventeen years old compared to an average human. Chopper's Brain Point before the
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Related Articles :. Drum Island Doctor Hunt. He is the sixth member of the crew and the fifth to
join, doing so at the end of the Drum Island Arc. He currently has a bounty of [10] due to being
mistaken for the crew's pet. Chopper's left antler is braced at the base by a metal plate because
it was reattached after being broken during his search for the Amiudake when he was younger
where he thought the Amiudake can cure Hiriluk's disease and ran into the leader of his old
herd, who severely injured him. He also sometimes wears a blue backpack that has the same
sideways medical cross as his hat. He also has a remarkable blue nose. As Oda 's style evolved
and many readers commented on how cute Chopper was, Chopper has been given a much more
" chibi " like appearance, meaning that when in his preferred transformation which he calls
Brain Point , he has a larger head and eyes and a less defined muzzle than earlier in the series.
There are even males that find Chopper cute such as Foxy and Breed. A running gag is that
various characters in One Piece think Chopper is a tanuki raccoon-dog, often simply translated
as "a raccoon" while in his Brain Point or hybrid form. The word "tonakai", which is the
Japanese word for "reindeer", is where the "Tony" in Chopper's name is derived from. His
Heavy Point or human form is likewise mistaken for a gorilla or an abominable snowman on his
home island. Similar to most of his male crewmates, Chopper has the same outfit throughout
most of the series. After two years, Chopper is significantly leaner. Chopper now wears a blue
cap that has a ring of dots around the circle, while the cap has buckles hanging from it. He
wears this over his old pink hat. Aside from being slightly slimmer and having his fur changing
from dark brown into a light brown color, Chopper's Brain Point form has not changed. His Walk
Point reindeer form has grown considerably, now being roughly as tall as Usopp. His horns are
larger, he has more muscle, and his fur is longer. His Heavy Point has become exceedingly
larger and more muscular, being almost the size of Dosun 's. He was later dressed up in
samurai attire made from the same ability when the crew had departed from Punk Hazard. At the
start of the Dressrosa Arc , Chopper wore camouflage clothing. He also put on a zippered coat
with the same stripe pattern running horizontally all around the middle of the coat, with inverse
coloration of the stripes on the helmet and a pattern of stars inside the large stripe on the coat.
During his stay on Zou , Chopper's outfit consists of his original timeskip hat with a crown on
top. He wears no shirt and has a long open coat with fur and fancy jewelry attached. Upon
leaving Zou, Chopper wore an open doctor's coat. Afterwards, when meeting with the Fire Tank
Pirates he wore an outfit similar to Luffy 's, black suit dark blue in the anime with a green shirt
and a yellow ascot. This wiki. This wiki All wikis. Sign In Don't have an account? Start a Wiki.
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is rare for doctors to fulfill roles other than medical practices for the benefit of those around
them, but as the Straw Hat Pirates ' doctor, Chopper's responsibilities are not limited to just
medicine alone. However, due in part to his lack of battle experience or formal training as well
as his Rumble Ball's time limited effect Chopper was originally considered part of the "
Weakling Trio " along with Nami and Usopp. In spite of his usual fearful behavior, Chopper is
shown to have a strong will as he withstood a burst of Haoshoku Haki from Big Mom. He has
shown to be very analytical, as he examined his surroundings before taking action. His strategy
received praise from Capone Bege , the captain of the Fire Tank Pirates and a master tactician.
During the mission to rescue Brook, Chopper used a skeleton with sea weed for hair to use as a
replacement for Brook after they retrieved him from Charlotte Linlin. Because he is originally an
animal, Chopper can understand and communicate with other animals, thus allowing him to
serve as a translator between animals and humans. This was first seen when Chopper
translated Karoo's speech on how he ended frozen in the icy waters of Drum Island next to the
Going Merry. Having studied under Dr. Kureha, one of the finest doctors of the medically
advanced Drum Kingdom, Chopper himself is an extraordinary doctor with outstanding
knowledge of both medicine and medical drugs as well as the preparations of most remedies
and ointments that can be made from regular fruits, herbs, roots, and vegetables that can be
found and used on most islands. He is also capable of administering surgery and resuscitation.
Overall, Chopper can treat even the most brutal injuries. With this new understanding of
medicinal drugs, combined with the medical skills he had already mastered in the Sakura
Kingdom , the scope of Chopper's healing skills as a doctor have become noticeably wider.
Kureha, Chopper became aware of the highly addictive drug NHC10 which only selected
scientists in selected countries are allowed to use , and its harmful side effects. However, the
fruit has granted Chopper more than just the ability to transform; it has also given him human
intelligence, which allows him to both speak and think like an actual human. This is what
allowed Chopper to become a doctor and learn about medicine in the first place, which is
impossible for a normal reindeer. While Chopper is usually seen in his human-reindeer hybrid
form, which is a tanuki-like chibi-creature, he would sometimes transform into his human form
to try and fit in with humans, often with minimal success. However, due to the risk of this
alteration, the Rumble Ball's consumption must be closely monitored, and for this reason
Chopper cannot consume more than one every six hours. If he takes a second one, his
transformations would become out of control. And if a third one is taken, Chopper transforms
into a massive, berserk monstrosity as witnessed at Enies Lobby and Sabaody Archipelago with
equally monstrous strength that requires lethal amounts of energy to keep active, making
Chopper a danger to both himself as well as others. In addition, he is able to utilize those forms
without consuming a Rumble Ball; instead, eating a Rumble Ball now allows him to enter his
most powerful form, Monster Point, and fight in it for three minutes. How he managed this is
currently unknown. As a reindeer, Chopper was naturally born with high levels of cervid speed
and agility. After consuming the Hito Hito no Mi, Chopper gained enhanced human physical
potential added to his own. He has extreme levels of superhuman endurance, able to withstand
powerful attacks from Kumadori, and even when badly injured, Chopper could force himself to

transform into Monster Point and ultimately survived the immense strain, despite his injuries
and fatigue that left him unable to move. During the two years he spent in Torino Kingdom,
Chopper underwent extensively intense physical training to further increase his natural physical
strength in his based form, which results in vast improvements of his Zoan Devil Fruit enhanced
physical abilities whenever he transform. His Heavy Point is now powerful enough to counter a
hammer strike from a energy steroid enhanced Dosun as well as holding back a door against a
group of rampaging gigantified children. In addition to the various transformation of his Devil
Fruit, Chopper is also a powerful self taught hand to hand combatant. He is very skilled in
boxing and wrestling which he typically combines with the increased physical strength of Heavy
Point to defeat numerous enemies with ease. With Kung Fu Point, he can use Kung Fu, which
he used to defeat several members of the Ammo Knights, which consist of fish-men who
possess ten times the strength of ordinary humans. Chopper's immense medical knowledge of
the bipedal anatomy has also proved useful when the Straw Hats were trying to bring down
Oars , during which time, Chopper formulated several theories on where it was best to target the
colossal adversary, and finding the giant's weak spot. Chopper has at least some knowledge of
carpentry, as he was seen repairing the damages on the Thousand Sunny after the escape from
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though to a lesser degree than each individual point. In this form Chopper has been shown to
possess enough strength to easily break down giant steel doors. We haven't seen new
transformations of Chopper except for Kung Fu Point after the timeskip, but we can note his
improvement as:. Chopper is now able to produce a new "Horn Point" with larger "Stag Beetle"
like antlers which are useful for digging in the ground at high speeds, along with a new and
improved "Guard Point" which is now able to grow big and strong enough to protect the
Thousand Sunny from one of the Kraken's tentacle's. In addition, he is able to utilize those
forms without consuming a Rumble Ball; instead, eating a Rumble Ball now allows him to enter
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feed. Like Luffy , he is easily impressed at things like beams, cannons and hidden abilities. He
is a coward at times like Usopp and Nami , although his cowardice can be attributed to his
childishness and overall lack of trust in his own fighting skills a contrast to Nami's self-survival
based cowardice and Usopp's insecurity based cowardice. He would rather run and hide than
fight, but becomes more courageous when others are there to support him. Chopper is more or
less on a journey to define himself, seeing almost anyone on his team as a role model and in
some cases, imitate their behavior, especially Usopp. Being the youngest, Chopper is the most
emotional Strawhat and very much considers the crew his "family", when forced to be part of
the Foxy Pirates during the Davy Back Fight Chopper was distraught and cried that he was a
Straw Hat and only stopped bawling when Zoro ordered him to "man up". After the timeskip,
Chopper seems to have grown more confident, much like Usopp. He no longer strives to be
looked at as a human, now only wanting to "be a monster that can help Luffy" as he put it. He
even has grown mature enough to smack his crewmates, mostly Zoro and Luffy, when they try
to do something stupid or extreme. He also seems to have outgrown most habits mentioned
above, but his habit of peeking still remains. Chopper is capable of romance, though he shows
no interest in human females. Immensely kind-hearted by nature, Chopper is an upright friend
and caring companion who will try anything to overcome a task given by his team. Even back
when he was Hiriluk's assistant, he would go to extreme lengths just to acquire a mushroom
which he thought would cure Hiriluk's chronic disease. Chopper seems to be very forgiving of
those close to him, for when Usopp wanted to rejoin the crew at the end of the Enies Lobby Arc
, he called out to Luffy and Zoro , although they were ignoring him completely. To this end, his
childish nature vanishes whenever his medical skills are required. He does not hesitate in the
least in any actions regarding the well-being of his patients. An extremely dedicated follower of
the Hippocratic Oath, Chopper strongly believe that a doctor's duty is supposed to help save
people, and becomes angered when somebody treats life without proper respect. This was why
he was greatly furious at his former hero, Dr. Hogback , when the man treated the patients' and
Zombies ' lives, and deaths, so callously. He was also utterly enraged at Caesar Clown for
kidnapping and experimenting on children as well as making them addicted to drugs. Adhering
to his beliefs, Chopper would readily help any injured victims or patients he comes across and
does it with immense determination. He was determined to help Mocha and the other children
who were tricked into becoming test subjects in Caesar's deadly experiments. Similarly,
Chopper wasted no time in treating the Mink Tribe after they were brutally devastated by the
Beast Pirates. Also, Chopper holds his position as a doctor in high regards and will become
distraught if he failed to save someone. When Luffy was on the verge of death from eating the
skin of a poisonous fish, Chopper tried every antidote with no success, causing him to claim he
had no right to call himself a doctor. Due to his morals, Chopper is infuriated by those who use
artificial diseases as weapons like the Beasts Pirates did with the Mummy virus. Chopper has a
sweet tooth and can be just as gluttonous as Luffy when it comes to eating sweets. Alongside
Luffy, he was ecstatic when arriving in Totto Land, which is made entirely of sweets and even
devoured an entire chocolate cafe on Cacao Island. He still has a feeling of distrust for humans
from his youth, and will often outright insult and claim that compliments do not make him happy
even though he is obviously happy about it he starts to do the "Dirty Old Man" dance which was
a bit by famous Japanese comedian Ken Shimura , which became a running gag. Another one of
Chopper's habits is his reverse cartoon peek, where he stands behind a wall or a doorway and
peeks at people, trying not to be seen by them. Unfortunately, he is not hiding his body behind
the wall and as a result, his body is visible and only one half of his face is hidden. A running
gag is that Chopper will believe just about anything he hears, making him easy prey for Usopp's
stories and his "Sogeking" disguise. He also believed Nami when she lied to Lola about being a
man, even though the truth was very obvious. In fact, until Jinbe stated otherwise, he thought
that the captain 's duty was not to listen to anyone. Chopper also believed the Fake Straw Hat
Crew were the real Straw Hats despite them looking nothing like their real counterparts. He also
tends to panic quickly, and subsequently, let some crucial facts slip his mind. One example is
when there is someone who is injured, he often panics and screams "Call a doctor!! It is not
until he figures out that he is the doctor that he starts to tend to the injured person. He, together
with Brook and Luffy, ends up being saved by the other members of the crew. Chopper's
biological family is a herd of reindeer, who abandoned him for being different. Initially estranged
for being born with his blue nose, he is further abandoned after eating the Hito Hito no Mi ,
which gave him two "unreindeer-like" humanoid forms. He eventually found his path intertwined
with them again during his days with Hiriluk when he was beaten up by them where his left

antler was broken. However, he was able to pass through them despite this and achieve his goal
at the time. Hiriluk was Chopper's mentor who took him in and became his "father". They had a
close relationship with each other, and had formed a deep bond despite their almost constant
arguing with each other and Chopper had a hard time when he was informed of the disease
Hiriluk is suffering from. He found Chopper one day while traveling home in a blizzard. At first
Chopper tried to knock him away, but Hiriluk earned his trust by stripping naked in the cold,
showing that he did not have any weapons or intention of hurting Chopper. Despite his time
spent with the superior Doctor Kureha , Chopper refers to Hiriluk as "the greatest doctor in the
world. Chopper's adoptive mother and mentor in medical science. When she realizes that Hiriluk
is dying, she agrees reluctantly to his last requests: to make his life's work come to fruition and
to train Tony Tony Chopper in medicine. During the time since Hiriluk's death, she trains
Chopper in medicine, claiming she taught Chopper "everything she knew", and was fairly
impressed by the young reindeer's skill. She only once complimented Choppers skill in a filler
episode, after Chopper cured her of a life threatening illness without any of Kureha's medical
advice. Though neither family nor claiming to have adopted him, Dr. Kureha is his mentor. While
she often hides her feelings towards him she considers him to be her son. She is very happy to
know he is currently doing well. Notably, Chopper originally was not hired to be the ship's
doctor by Luffy, but just for being a "talking transforming reindeer monster". The other boys of
the crew have often mentored Chopper on what it means to be a real man, as he is the youngest
crewman, not originally human, and has had a relatively sheltered life. Within his combat
relationships, he has at least three canon team attacks, and as a homage to his personality
which can be easily influenced , each of the attacks are named with half of the other crew
member's name and half of his name. All of the examples feature the fellow crew member's
name first in the name then his own such as "Hissatsu Uso-Cho Hammer Suisei" where Usopp's
name is the first mentioned. Although he tends to fool around with him the most, he has also
received some of his greatest motivation from Luffy. His mentor Dr. Hiriluk originally introduced
Chopper to the concept of being a pirate and the conviction behind the pirate flag , but Luffy
was the first real-life pirate that he got to witness, in the Drum Island Arc. He was amazed by
how much Luffy as the captain cared for his crew, as demonstrated by the lengths he went to
for Nami and Sanji. He was awestruck when Luffy took head-on attacks from Wapol in order to
defend the honor of Dr. Hiriluk's flag. Luffy's persistent requests for Chopper to join the crew
annoyed him greatly, but it also moved him to see that Luffy actually liked him for his
transformations , when his whole life they had led to him being cast out and deemed a monster.
Chopper deeply cares for Luffy as he will jump in the ocean to save his captain, despite having
to be dragged out too since he's a Devil Fruit user. After the timeskip, Chopper is more willing
to beat up Luffy for stupid decision making but still strongly respects him as captain, as seen
when he witnessed Luffy defeat and tame Surume. In Punk Hazard , when the kids were drugged
by Caesar Clown , Chopper told Luffy the importance of not letting the kids eat the "candy" and
Luffy respected his knowledge as a doctor. Initially, Usopp was terrified at the sight of Chopper
but after he learns that Chopper was Luffy's friend, he treats him better especially when the
latter joins the crew. Initially bonding with Usopp as one of the weaker members of the crew,
Usopp advised him that "you must always still do what you can do for the crew". This includes
never running away in certain circumstances, especially when the dreams of your friends aren't
being taken seriously. He has taken this advice deeply to heart ever since. In fact, he felt his
first validation as a pirate when he decided not to run from Skypiea Priest Gedatsu , and
eventually defeated him. When Usopp left the crew, Chopper was one of the most affected
crewmembers, and after Luffy beat Usopp in the duel for the Going Merry , Chopper wanted to
go treat his injuries immediately but had to be forcibly stopped by Sanji, who ordered him not to
stomp on Usopp's pride by healing him after his defeat when he already had been given mercy
by Luffy. Chopper still gave some medicine for Usopp to use but left him be. Chopper missed
Usopp dearly despite Zoro telling him not to mention his name anymore and fell completely for
Usopp's "Sogeking" disguise, even asking him for an autograph. After Enies Lobby, when
Usopp apologized and rejoined the crew, Chopper burst into happy tears of joy as his friend
returned. Chopper, Usopp and Nami were most scared in Thriller Bark , but Chopper was willing
to fight off zombies to save Usopp and both of them united to protect Nami from Absalom and
Lola. After the timeskip, Chopper is still in awe of Usopp, as seen in Zou when he hugged
Usopp after their reunion. Chopper also seems to have a close relationship with Zoro , whom
Chopper near idol worships because he is "so cool". Much like he does with Luffy and Usopp,
they have a very close relationship. Zoro yells at him to quit complaining, as being a pirate was
his decision, and thus in this world, no one will respect his tears. This strengthens Chopper's
resolve as a pirate, and he becomes much less prone to crying and complaining, despite his
child-like nature. Zoro taught Chopper that even though every crewmate has separate dreams,

they still stick together as a crew and are stronger this way. One of his favorite things to do is to
ride on Zoro's shoulders when they are traveling and often runs to him when he is scared. Zoro
also seems more protective of Chopper than anyone else. It is seen that Zoro is the one to save
him when he comically falls into any form of water when trying to escape Nami 's wild mood
swings while Sanji has saved Luffy frequently in comparison , though Chopper still gets
annoyed with Zoro whenever he takes off bandages from injuries he sustained from battles or is
attempting to train before his injuries have fully healed. However, he does irritate Zoro when
Chopper clings to his face to avoid falling into water such as what happened at Water 7 during
Aqua Laguna. Chopper is not afraid to argue or wrestle the swordsman and hates it when Zoro
shows a lack of care for absent crewmembers. After the timeskip, Chopper is more willingly to
beat Zoro up for any stupid decision making but still strongly respects his skills as shown when
he was awestruck by his vastly improved strength in the fight against Surume. Nami is very
fond of Chopper, and is the first of the crew to recognize him as a doctor. She respects his
knowledge in medicine and cares for his safety as much as her own. Likewise, Chopper
respects her ability to navigate; though he tends to be afraid of her obsessive love for money
and violent nature towards the "idiots" of the crew so much so that he runs or puts up his
Guard Point during these mood swings. The two share a relationship that is much like an older
sister's and a younger brother's. Nami will hug onto Chopper's fur for warmth in cold situations
or when she is scared. In spite of this Nami did hold Chopper up as a shield from a charging
Zoro who Nami thought Zoro was going to attack her on Punk Hazard, when in truth, Zoro was
trying to protect them from Monet. When Absalom was stalking Nami, Chopper went out of his
way to protect her. Nami also comforted Chopper when he was upset over Hogback 's betrayal.
Due to his innocence and lack of interest in human females, Nami lets Chopper despite him
being a male see her naked in the bath and even invites him to join her. Sanji originally wanted
to cook Chopper along with Luffy who wanted to eat him raw and jokingly wants him to join as
"emergency food supply" in the Drum Island Arc but Sanji also listened with Nami to Chopper's
past, learning that humans attacked him for looking like a monster so when Chopper asked
Sanji what Luffy "was" Sanji replied with a smile: "He's a monster" showing the doctor that
being different didn't mean you couldn't be accepted. Throughout the series, Sanji continues to
refer to him as "the emergency food supply" to tease him, but strongly considers Chopper a
friend in fact due him being the youngest, Sanji cares for him most out of all the males on board
the crew. Chopper idolizes the cook for his raw fighting strength and is awed by Sanji's burning
rage. Chopper will often hide behind Sanji's leg when Nami's angry or there is an enemy close
by, leading to Sanji patting Chopper's head in comforting way and Chopper will sometimes take
a ride on the cook's shoulders. Sanji has taught Chopper many lessons like when Robin was
leaving the crew Sanji told the doctor that a real man forgives a woman's lies. After the time
skip, the pair still get along though Chopper was one of the first people to realize how
life-threatening Sanji's nosebleeds were, even begging the fish-men for blood donations.
Chopper cried with joy when Sanji saved them from Doflamingo , was highly interested in
Sanji's arranged marriage to Pudding , and completely distraught along with Nami over Sanji
leaving the crew, even yelling at Zoro when the swordsman ridiculed Sanji. Chopper was so
anxious to see Sanji again he mistook Sanji's malicious brother Vinsmoke Yonji for Sanji when
he fist saw him. Like the rest of the crew, Chopper was shocked when Sanji turned down
Pudding. He shares a taste for reading with Robin who called him "Doctor-san" when she first
joins the crew, which made him dance in joy. They also seem to have a genuine sense of
respect for each other, possibly due to their pursuits in knowledge; ironically, he was originally
rather intimidated of Robin upon finding out that she specializes in assassinations, fearing that
she will one day assassinate him once his guard has been let down, but at the same time, was
amused when she first displayed her Devil Fruit powers to entertain both him and Luffy, and
eventually opened up to her. In return, she treats Chopper not only an equal in terms of intellect
but also with a motherly nature as she got him out of the clutches of Foxy 's right-hand woman.
Though he disliked Franky at first when they officially met at Enies Lobby, blaming him as the
reason Usopp left the crew and for beating up the sniper unaware their new friend Sogeking is
Usopp as well as stealing their treasure. When Chopper was fighting Kumadori he encountered
Franky also fighting CP9 agent Fukurou , the Cyborg requested that Chopper throw him some
cola, Chopper was reluctant to do so but threw Franky some bottles anyway. Chopper watched
in amazement as the Cyborg's hairstyle and attitude changed until Franky yelled at him to stop
messing around as he saw that Chopper was enjoying seeing him change with every drink
saying, "He's the funniest thing ever". When Chopper went on a rampage in his Monster Point ,
Franky initially suggested killing him but at Nami's strong urging he changed his decision.
Franky instead knocked Chopper into the ocean to deactivate his powers and quickly dived into
the water to save him before he drowned. After the conflict, it appears any lingering animosity

Chopper possessed towards Franky has ended as he was alright in letting him be a member of
the crew. After Franky's entry into the crew, Chopper is amazed by Franky's inventions
especially the Mini Merry II and shows great respect for him. He is also in awe of Franky's
robotic body, especially after the timeskip. Franky is very much a brother figure towards
Chopper and the cyborg will let the doctor ride on his head when they are traveling. When
Chopper first met Brook , he was understandably terrified of him because he was a walking, and
talking skeleton and argued with Usopp that he would not accept him as a crewmate. But after
hearing the story about Brook and Laboon , Chopper cried and even stated he was not afraid of
skeletons anymore. It is shown Chopper loves the undead skeleton's music and will often dance
to it. After the time-skip, Chopper is not afraid to yell at the undead musician, making Brook
scream in a panic, which is ironic considering he has more of a frightening appearance. Brook
did get jealous of Chopper and Momonosuke getting special treatment from Nami and was
reluctant to play songs when requested but hating to disappoint Chopper and Nami so he
played for his friends anyway. When Giolla attacked, Brook feigned allegiance towards her.
Chopper was afraid that Brook betrayed them but was relieved when Brook saved them instead.
After Brook was captured by Charlotte Linlin in the Whole Cake Chateau, Chopper was of the
few who took part in retrieving him and after doing so, he was amazed that Brook managed to
gain copies of the Poneglyphs in Big Mom's possession. Chopper is shown to be very amazed
at Jinbe's strength and was one of the first to encourage Jinbe to join the Straw Hats,
commenting that having a former Warlord would be a great asset to the crew. Chopper
considers Jinbe to be very cool, having cried in joy seeing how he defied Big Mom. Back on
Drum Island, the people have come to accept his help in defeating Wapol, even though
originally they were afraid of him. Dalton also has a sound view of Chopper, whom he views
with the highest respect having saved the kingdom of Drum and was the one who saved his life
six years ago by stopping an angry Chopper from fighting a hopeless battle against Wapol and
his army to avenge Hiriluk's death, having recognized what he was trying to do. He keeps an
eye out for Dr. Kureha's "son" and was the first to tell her when Chopper gained a bounty.
Sodom and Gomorrah have developed a special relationship with the doctor of the Straw Hat
crew, since he was the only one who could understand what they were saying and could
translate their wishes and feelings to the rest of their comrades. After the battle, Chopper was
also the one to treat their serious wounds, for which they were grateful. After being "sent" to the
Torino Kingdom, Chopper was very distressed as he was treated as a plaything by the birds and
hounded by the natives as food. However, after Chopper managed to resolve the conflict
between the natives and the birds, he was treated almost like a hero. After receiving Luffy's
message he returned and the natives were glad to share their knowledge of herbs, medicines,
and plants with Chopper, especially after he helped solve their conflict. The giant birds of
Torino Kingdom were also happy to fly Chopper to the Grand Line whenever he wanted to. Due
to his group's efforts in saving the Mink Tribe after they were devastated by an attack from
Jack, Chopper and his crew are considered as saviors to the minks. Therefore, they formed a
harmonic relationship. Chopper became highly infatuated with the female reindeer mink, Milky.
When she rubbed against his cheek and called him "Doctor Chopper", Chopper fell over dazed
in a very Sanji-like manner, complete with love hearts in his eyes, causing Usopp to wonder
what had come over the usually platonic Chopper. Carrot herself respects Chopper's strategic
genius and affectionately refers to him as "Cho-niki" a portmanteau of Chopper and "brother".
One of Chopper's major enemies is Wapol , the spoiled king who insulted the death of
Chopper's surrogate father, Dr. Hiriluk , among other things. He is wanted by the Marines, albeit
with an extremely low bounty of only belly due to being mistaken as a pet, and with only one of
his transformations noted in the bounty poster. Chopper initially idolized Dr. Hogback solely
based on his reputation as a doctor of legendary skills and outright and angrily stood up for him
when Nami and Usopp spoke negatively about him based on the suspicious circumstances,
despite barely knowing the man personally. However, after learning of his disregard for human
life and that he uses his medical expertise only for fame and wealth while considering his
patients as annoyances as opposed to Chopper's philosophy of a doctor must cure any patient
regardless of reward and circumstances , Chopper declared that he no longer considers him a
doctor and even tried to smash his head when coming into conflict with him and the rest of
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Guild Arc. The "Rumble Ball", when eaten by a Devil Fruit user, temporarily "distorts the
wavelength" of the fruit, granting the user new powers that are not possible otherwise. The
effect of the Rumble Ball only lasts for three minutes. Zoan -type Devil Fruit users gain several
additional transformations. Before the timeskip, Chopper uses it to gain four more
transformations. After the timeskip, Chopper only needs one for Monster Point , which he
originally had no control over. Through his training, he gains the ability to change between six
other forms without consuming the drug. As demonstrated and announced by Chopper, the
Rumble Ball is not meant to be used casually, as distorting the nature of a Devil Fruit power is
dangerous. The amount of Rumble Balls taken must be closely monitored. If the user takes a
second Rumble Ball within six hours of taking the first, it causes them to lose control of their
enhanced powers. In the case of a Zoan-type, they lose control of which form they take when
they transform. If a third one is taken within the six hours, the Zoan user transforms into a huge,
virtually invincible monster that combines all the attributes of the other forms provided by the
Rumble Ball. This monster form has no known time limit, but is dangerous to friend, foe, and
user alike, not only because the user loses their mind and attacks everything in sight, but also
because maintaining the transformation requires lethal amounts of energy, which could
effectively lead the user to die from fatigue. The only known way to stop this is to disable the
user's powers using any Devil Fruit nullifying methods, such as submerging the user in a body
of water or bringing them into contact with Seastone which "emits the same energy as the sea".
However, after training for two years, Chopper is now able to utilize and control the enhanced
powers at all times without needing to take the Rumble Ball at all. However, he still needs it
when transforming into the monster form, during which he can now stay in control of himself.
Notably, when Franky in Chopper's body eats a Rumble Ball, he wasn't able to control the
monster form and rampaged attacking friend and foe alike. This wiki. This wiki All wikis. Sign In
Don't have an account? Start a Wiki. The following article has no references to the official
sources. Please add references according to our Guidelines. You can help the Wiki by adding
them to the page. Please draw it. Categories :. Universal Conquest Wiki. FandomShop
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Island Doctor Hunt. He came from Drum Island where he learned how to be a doctor, which also
makes him the only member of the Straw Hat Pirates who was born on the Grand Line. He is the
sixth member of the crew and the fifth to join Luffy , as well as being one of the three youngest
members on board. Affiliation : Straw Hat Pirates. Chopper's left antler is braced at the base by
a metal plate because it was reattached after being broken during his search for the Amiudake
when he was younger where he thought the Amiudake can cure Hiluluk's disease and ran into
the leader of his old herd, who severely injured him. He has a large head and black eyes,
golden-colored fur and a less defined muzzle. He also has a remarkable blue nose. There are
even males that find Chopper cute such as Foxy. A running gag is that various characters think
Chopper is a tanuki raccoon-dog, often simply translated as "a raccoon" while in his Brain Point
or hybrid form. The word "tonakai", which is the Japanese word for "reindeer", is where the

"Tony" in Chopper's name is derived from. His Heavy Point or human form is likewise mistaken
for a gorilla or an abominable snowman on his home island. He wears this over his original pink
hat. He also wears a white and yellow vertical-striped tank top, which he takes off when he
transforms into Heavy Point and an orange pair of shorts. He also wears a blue backpack that
has the same sideways medical cross as his hat, in which carries his medical equipment. His
Walk Point reindeer form has grown considerably, now being roughly as tall as Usopp. His
horns are larger, he has more muscle, and his fur is longer. His Heavy Point has become
exceedingly larger and more muscular, being almost the size of Dosun's. He also developed
new transformations through his research during the timeskip, which he debuts on Fishman
Island, including Kung Fu Point which he uses to defeat Neptune's soldiers and a revised Horn
Point which he uses against Daruma. Like Luffy and Aika , he is easily impressed at things like
beams, cannons and hidden abilities. He is a coward at times like Usopp and Nami , although
his cowardice can be attributed to his childishness and overall lack of trust in his own fighting
skills a contrast to Nami's self-survival based cowardice and Usopp's insecurity based
cowardice. Chopper is more or less on a journey to define himself, seeing almost anyone on his
team as a role model and in some cases, imitate their behavior, especially Usopp. He is an
upright friend and companion who will try anything to overcome a task given by his team. He
still has a feeling of distrust for humans from his youth and will often outright insult and claim
that compliments don't make him happy to a human who compliments him while obviously
being happy about it he starts to do the "Dirty Old Man" dance which was a bit by famous
Japanese comedian Ken Shimura which became a running gag. Chopper seems to be very
forgiving of those close to him, for when Usopp wanted to rejoin the crew at the end of the
Enies Lobby Arc, he called out to Luffy and Zolo, although they were ignoring him completely.
He would rather run and hide than fight, but becomes more courageous when others are there
to support him. His dream is to carry out his deceased mentor, Hiluluk's belief that there is no
incurable disease, and to become a doctor that can cure any illness. To this end, his childish
nature vanishes whenever his medical skills are required; he does not hesitate in the least in
any actions regarding the well-being of his patients. Chopper also has the strong belief that a
doctor is supposed to help save people, and becomes angered when somebody treats life
without the proper respect. This was why he was greatly furious at his former hero, Dr.
Hogback, when the man treated the patients' and Zombies' lives, and deaths, so callously. He
was also enraged at Caesar Clown , for kidnapping and experimenting on children, and making
them addicted to drugs. Another running gag is that Chopper will believe just about anything he
hears, making him easy prey for Usopp's stories and his "Sogeking" disguise. He also believed
Nami when she lied to Lola about being a man, even though the truth was very obvious. In fact,
until Jinbe stated otherwise, he thought that the captain's duty was not to listen to anyone.
Chopper also believed the Impostor Straw Hat Pirates were the real Straw Hats despite them
looking nothing like their real counterparts. He also has a very deep friendship with the Straw
Hat's guard dog and Luffy's new pet, Blizzard. When they first met at Rivet Island, their
relationship started slow but friendly, with the reindeer understanding the wolfdog's neglect
towards humans and other dogs because of what he looks like. After rescuing him from the
pound and later helping him defeat the man who killed his first master, Chopper and Blizzard
became long-lasting friends, more likely "brothers" which is proven after the dog was welcomed
into the crew. Since then, Chopper often acts as the Blizzard's translator when the dog speaks
while the wolf-dog would always care about his well-being, often acting like an "older brother"
to his "little brother" in many aspects. He also tends to panic quickly, and subsequently let
some crucial facts slip his mind. One example is when there is someone who is injured, he often
panics and screams " Call a doctor!! It is not until he figures out that he is the doctor that he
starts to tend to the injured person. Another one is when he and Brook jumps into the water
without hesitating to save Luffy from drowning, only to drown with him since the Devil Fruit
which he had eaten makes it impossible for him to swim. He, together with Brook and Luffy,
ends up being saved by the other members of the crew. After the timeskip, Chopper seems to
have grown more confident, much like Usopp. He no longer strives to be looked at as a human,
now only wanting to "be a monster that can help Luffy" as he put it. He also seems to have
outgrown most habits mentioned above, but his habit of peeking still remains. Human-Human
Fruit : A Zoan -type Devil Fruit, this fruit allows its user to turn into human hybrid forms and a
humanoid form. By consuming the fruit, Chopper has been given human intelligence, allowing
him to understand and communicate in human language. The fruit has also given him the ability
to perceive concepts such as medicine that a reindeer wouldn't comprehend. The fruit is further
strengthened by the use of the Rumble Ball, a drug developed by Chopper himself. Master
Medic : Being the doctor of the crew, Chopper possesses a vast knowledge of both medicine
and medical drugs as well as the preparations of most remedies and ointments ranging from

regular fruits, roots, and vegetables that can be found and used on most islands. He is also
capable of administering surgery and resuscitation. Expert Hand-to-Hand Combatant : In
addition to the transformational advantages that Chopper's many forms afford him in battle, he
has also been known to employ wrestling-type moves i. His extensive knowledge of the bipedal
anatomy has also proved useful when the Straw Hats were trying to bring down Oars, during
which time, Chopper formulated several theories on where it was best to target the colossal
adversary, and finding the giant's weak spot. Animal Empathy : Chopper, who was originally an
animal, is also capable of communicating with and understanding other animals particularly
Blizzard , which has come in handy during certain points in the story. Rumble Balls : In addition
to his three forms granted by his Devil Fruit, Chopper has also invented a yellow jaw-breaker
like drug called the "Rumble Ball", through some research. This drug has the power to distort
the wavelengths of the Devil Fruit's transformation, allowing him access to additional
transformations for three minutes. This wiki. This wiki All wikis. Sign In Don't have an account?
Start a Wiki. Categories :. Cancel Save. Fan Feed 0 Eneru 1 Marco. Universal Conquest Wiki.
FandomShop Newsletter GalaxyQuest. Spoiler or spoiler-text. One Piece Track List For those
"what music was used at this time in this episode" questions. Is Monster Point Chopper's
awakened form? Okay, i will be the first to admit that it is a stretch; I have been reading theories
and one theory has caught my eye. That vegapunk artificially awakened the zoan fruit users at
Impel Down, which suggests maybe a drug. My theory is that Rumble Balls are actually closely
related to Vegapunk's awakening drug, but not perfect. Hence why Chopper can only spend 3
minutes in this form. It's completely plausible. But, like choppers beast form, those at impel
down didn't seem complete either. The fact, that chopper couldn't control his beast form early
on could be a huge supporter to your theory. I'm not fully convinced his beast form is the final
form of his awakening. Possibly a weaker, premature version. Post time skip, many of his
transformations have changed and grown stronger. Heavy point being a big one. While others,
have changed completely. Kong fu point for one. What transformation is that anyway? Given
we've seen that much, I doubt beast point is his final form. We can assume the awakening is the
final form for devil fruits. But as far as we have seen from the other 5 awakened Zoan DF, is that
their awakened form is like a minotaur, having both the aspect of their original's and animal's
form, alongside of being really huge, and powerful, so it fit with Chopper's monster point.
Unfortunately, we don't know what their regular forms look like to truly judge. As far as we
know, their DF powers themselves gives them a Minotaur like look. Also, we have to take into
account that chopper himself isn't a normal zoan type. The human human fruit appears to be
much different from the others. Their "normal" form and 2 brought on from the df. Choppers
original form, doesn't look like a raindeer at all. That's why everyone confuses him as a
raccoon. His nose point is the only point that looks like a raindeer. His third point being the one
which closely resembles a human. His walk point was his original form as a reindeer, he just
wasn't accepted since his nose was blue. While is Heavy Point is his fully Transformed form, as
a human. Bonus headcanon: Chopper's hito hito no mi is model yeti, which explain both his
human form's appearance and his monster point looking like some depictions of a wendigo
which are, in turn, basically cannibalistic yetis. Also I don't think the Beast of Impel Down were
awakened with a drug, if they were, the Marines and Impel Down would have far more of them to
use against Pirates. I also thiin that Oda would have at least mentionned that Vegapunk worked
on something like that. As for Choppers 3 minutes, well he only can do that since he forced this
form to happen with his Rumble Ball, but right now it seem like Chopper is controlling his
monter point with more ease each time he used it. As he used it 2 time against Brulee, in less
than 12 hours, while he could only use that form 1 time per day or was it 1 time for 12 hours?
The idea behind the beasts being artificially awakened is because they did not seem confident
in their forms or power, constantly dripping snot like god usopp when he gets one of his nasty
illnesses. And i believe it was only 1 per 12 hours? I remember Chopper using a second Rumble
Ball prematurely, and then going berserk as he did in the past. But i don't remember the time
frame. Well I don't think it's them not beong confident in their forms or power, just a small quirk
that Oda gave them. After all they were strong fast and regenerated quickly. Chopper only has 1
type of monster point, i would love if he gets new monster forms like luffy has different gear 4
forms,and i think if that happens people would become sure about monster point being
awakening. EDIT : yes i get it. The Zoan were actually the first introduced into the story, thanks
to Crocodile who explained the beast in Impel Down. And it would not necessarily look like a
human, but more of the combinaison between a Human and a Reindeer. After all the Jailer Beast
in Impel Down weren't fully looking like their animals, but were like Minotaurs. I hate to be the
guy to poke holes in theories, especially my own , but his fruit is the Human-Human fruit, right?
Well the awakening we saw were Minautors version of the Devil Fruit. So it would be the same
for Chopper, A human lower half, and a Reindeer upper half. Use of this site constitutes
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WCI. The beasts at impel down were awakened zoan types. And about that human thing. What
on earth could an awakened human human fruit do? So far, he is the only known Zoan user
capable of squeezing every ounce of his Devil Fruit potential. As such, even though his Devil
Fruit--the Human-Human Fruit--is subpar at best in the offense department, he was able to bend
it according to his will to cover for its weaknesses. Normally, Zoan-type Devil Fruits only grant
their users two additional transformation forms on top of their vanilla form: Hybrid Form and
Beast Form. He unlocked not one, not two, not three, but six more forms to assist him in
combat--an unprecedented accomplishment, to say the least. His Hybrid Form--Brain Point--is
his weakest transformation form. Rather than boosting his offense and whatnot, it reduces him
into a chibi mascot with zero firepower whatsoever. But again, this form is the most convenient
for doing day-to-day tasks. Jumping Point is, per its name, a form that allows Chopper to extend
his jumping potential. The last time it has been used was prior to the timeskip. High mobility
with zero to no offense can sometimes do more harm than good. It would make sense for
Chopper to quit using it altogether. It allows Chopper to violently inflate his fur to reduce impact
force. Then again, Guard Point is undoubtedly more useful than Jumping Point--it could literally
save lives after all. Walk Point is the Chopper equivalent of Human Form. As he is a reindeer by
nature, his vanilla form or Human Form is that of a reindeer. In this form, he is capable of doing
everything a reindeer does--and more. For obvious reasons, Chopper rarely utilizes this form
during combat. Not only is this form lacking in punch, but it also limits Chopper's hands. For
the specialized forms like Horn Point, they are more of a temporary boost in an existing attribute
than they are full-fledged forms. The Human-Human Fruit does precisely or at least it tries to do
what it claims it does--transforming the user into a human. Heavy Point is one of the natural
transformations granted by the Human-Human Fruit. There are too many restrictions for it to be
used in one-vs-one battles--too linear so as to say. On the flip side, Arms Point is near perfect
for one-on-ones. It grants Chopper fearsome strength, and one step above all, it does not
impede his other stats. Prior to the timeskip, Chopper relied on this form to seal the deal for
many of his toughest confrontations. Kung Fu Point is most definitely one of the most unique
forms that Chopper has access to. In a way, it combines the strength of Heavy Point and the
smarts of Brain Point. With the combined features of these two, Chopper is able to unleash this
ultimate ragtag-mower of a form. Rather than bein
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g exclusively offense-oriented like Arms Point or mobility-oriented like Jumping Point, Kung Fu
Point has a stake in each of the attributes that produce a battle master. His reaction time and
technique also experience a considerable boost. There is more than a handful of fan theories
concerning Monster Point, most of which point at its unignorable connection to Devil Fruit
Awakening. As fans have only seen proper Devil Fruit awakening for Paramecia-types , calling
Monster Point an awakening will be jumping to conclusions. After all, Chopper still needs to rely
on external factors--Rumble Ball--to be able to access it. Suliman is an avid consumer of manga,
anime, light novels, and the likes. And it just so happens that the aforementioned topics are
what he enjoys wasting his ink on the most. By Suliman Omar Published Dec 06, Share Share
Tweet Email 0. Related Topics Lists one piece. Suliman Omar Articles Published Suliman is an
avid consumer of manga, anime, light novels, and the likes.

